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The Hard Work of Leisure: Healthy Life, Activewear and Lorna Jane 
Since the 2000s activewear has grown as a fashion category, and the tropes of gym 
wear – leggings, leotards and block colours – have become fashionable attire for both 
men and women outside the gym. This article examines the rise of activewear in the 
context of an on-going dialogue between fashion and sport throughout modernity.  
Through an analysis of the Australian activewear label, Lorna Jane we consider the 
fashionable female body as both the object and subject of a consumer culture that 
increasingly overlays leisure with fashion.  Activewear can be seen as the embodiment 
of an active and fashionable lifestyle that is achieved through a regime of self-
discipline, and that symbolises the pleasure in attaining and displaying the healthy and 
fit body.   
 
Keywords: activewear; fashion; leisure, sportswear, Lorna Jane 
Introduction 
Lorna Jane is a successful women’s activewear label, established in the 1990s in the 
subtropical city of Brisbane, Australia, by former yoga instructor Lorna Jane Clarkson. A 
form of high performance workout gear comprised of combinations of items such as leotards, 
bike pants and sweatshirts, activewear is a globally trending fashion style that represents a 
fusion between sports, leisure and lifestyle. Dubbed ‘athleisure’ by trend forecasting service 
Worth Global Style Network (WGSN), influential industry site “Business of Fashion” has 
identified activewear as the ‘fashion meets fitness sweet spot’ (Sherman 2014) and activity 
across all levels of the fashion market has seen activewear move well beyond the physical 
and cultural space of the gym. Along with Canadian Lululemon (established Canada, 1998) 
and Sweaty Betty (established UK, 1998) Lorna Jane is one of a number of smaller, more 
dedicated activewear labels that register as a marked alternative to ‘global super brands’ such 
as Nike, Adidas, and Puma in the context of the larger sportswear market (Salazar 2008, 11). 
Through the 2000s, the Lorna Jane brand grew steadily, extending its market reach 
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internationally. Having garnered significant distribution channels in the United States and 
opened a store in the symbolic home of fashion, Paris, in 2015, the brand is also ‘pushing into 
Asia and further into Europe’ (Clarkson, 2015).   
The aim of this article is to contextualise the market success of the Lorna Jane brand in the 
twenty-first century in relation to the interweaving cultures of fashion and sport in the 
modern era. An overarching trend in fashion throughout the twentieth century and into the 
twenty-first has seen the cazualisation of dress occur specifically via the adoption of 
sportswear into more mainstream dress practices. Everyday items such as cardigans, polo-
shirts and trousers for women all bear witness to this process. However, the connection 
between fashion and sport is far more complex than simply a question of stylistic influence.  
Both forms of popular culture, ‘the links between the worlds of fashion and sport’ are driven 
not only by ‘a shared commercial context’ but also by deeper cultural meanings including ‘an 
emphasis on play and pleasure’ (Breward 2008, 17).  And, at the centre of both the 
commercial and cultural connections between fashion and sport in the modern era is the 
body. It can be argued that ‘the body is clearly an object of crucial importance in consumer 
culture and … sports, together with fashion, eating and drinking outside the home, cooking, 
dieting, keep fit therapy…are deployed in a constantly elaborating program whose objective 
is the production of the new normalised individual’ (Hargraves in Breward 2008, 17). 
However, while the body is undoubtedly an ‘object’ of consumer culture and thus subject to 
market forces (Featherstone 1991), Elizabeth Grosz (1994, xi) reminds us that if ‘bodies are 
objects… they are like no others, for they are the centres of perspective, insight, reflection, 
desire, agency.’ Following these theoretical tensions between the reified body and the body 
as a site of agency and pleasure, Lorna Jane is of specific interest to us because of the ways in 
which the brand links directly to the idea of a highly embodied self that is subject to 
continuous improvement.  
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In the article we argue that while activewear can be understood historically as consistent with 
the casualization of dress, the fashionable body that is implied through activewear is one that 
is only achieved in the context of highly disciplined approach to leisure. In developing this 
argument we trace a line between the emergence of sportswear as a fashion category in the 
early to mid - twentieth century, and its more niche contemporary iteration, activewear. As 
we show, the rise of activewear as a global phenomenon has its roots in early twentieth 
century fashion developments that consciously linked a leisured lifestyle with the idea of 
modernity in dress. At the same time, we explore how the fashionable female body was in 
turn shaped by these developments, resulting in the valorisation of a body that was above all 
‘active’.  As we argue, women’s activewear - as typified by the Lorna Jane brand - is a highly 
ambiguous form of contemporary fashionable dress that signals a healthy body and a leisured 
lifestyle devoted to the improvement of the self. Therefore whilst time spent in the gym or 
exercising is characteristically classified as leisure, the fashionable body in the twenty-first 
century is also the site of hard work.  
 
Conceptual Framework 
The critical framework that we employ in this article draws on fashion as a complex 
commercial, social and aesthetic phenomenon, and we seek specifically to combine readings 
of fashion from historical, industry and cultural perspectives in order to analyse the Lorna 
Jane brand.  While definitions of fashion can be contested, most scholars concur that  
fashion is clothing in which the key feature is stylistic change (Wilson 2003) and fashionable 
clothing is that which ‘embodies the latest aesthetic’ (Entwistle 2000, 1). The underlying 
causes of changes in fashionable clothing are complex and can relate to social, economic and 
technological forces. Chronological histories often present fashion as a series of progressive 
aesthetic transformations, with each new look replacing the next.  However, change in 
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fashion is frequently cyclic, with some forms and silhouettes proving remarkably persistent 
(Hollander 1994) and tradition and custom playing a key role in everyday dress (Buckley & 
Clark 2012) alongside the imperative to ‘be fashionable’. The fashion system is a vast 
globalised network, comprising of systems of production and consumption that are dependent 
on a ‘rapidly changing infrastructure’ (Welters & Lillethun 2011, xxix). Rather than one 
prevailing style, contemporary fashion is categorised by a proliferation of styles (Steele 2000, 
7) that translate into niche consumer markets. Moreover, while fashion is a field of design 
practice and an industry that trades in material and immaterial goods, fashion also ‘happens’ 
at the level of the individual. Fashion consumers don't just buy and wear fashion. Rather 
fashion is also a ‘manifestation of routine daily lives’ (Buckley & Clark 2012, 19) and exists 
as a form of experiential embodiment. In fact, fashion is ‘made’ as it is being worn, and 
bodies are not only ‘fashioned’ through dress practices, but are themselves subject to fashion 
(Entwistle 2000).  
In applying these perspectives about fashion as both industry and embodied 
experience we seek to examine the ways in which activewear is both produced and consumed 
as part of the complex overlay of leisure and fashion in contemporary culture. The article has 
two sections. In the first part we outline a broad history of sportswear in the modern era, in 
order to explain both the casualization of dress and the significance of the ‘active’ body to 
contemporary fashion. In the second part of the article we analyse the Lorna Jane brand in 
order to more closely examine how this active body is intensified in contemporary casual 
dress.  
 
Fashion, Sport and Leisure 
The term sportswear emerges in the mid part of the twentieth century as ‘a portmanteau 
description of the many types and styles of garment worn for sporting activities’ (Cumming, 
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Cunnington and Cunnington 2010), however sportswear has a number of different nuances 
that are worth unpacking in order to situate our discussion. Craik (2005) distinguishes three 
different forms of sportswear: the first is sports clothing, which is worn by those participating 
in sport, exercise or active leisure activities; the second is a subset of sportswear, sport 
uniforms, typically worn by athletes in official sporting events; the third is sportswear, which 
designates a wide range of clothing and fashion that derives from sports clothing. In the 
fashion industry, sportswear refers to a specifically American style of ‘casual everyday 
clothing’ (Craik 2005) ‘loosely based on clothing developed for participation in sports’ 
(Warner 2005). The twentieth century lexicon of sportswear includes separate items such as 
jackets, pants, skirts and sweaters that can be ‘mixed and matched’ (Warner 2005); however 
the twenty-first century iteration of sportswear, which is characterized by trainers and 
tracksuits, has become a ‘universal part of the modern wardrobe’ (Salazar 2008, 9). While 
sportswear is therefore shorthand for dressing casually, activewear is a fashion retail category 
that is a subset of sportswear in which fashion and the active lifestyle come together into a 
growing niche market for men and women. Based on searches of Vogue Fashion Archive1 
and Google Ngram2, the term first appeared in the 1980s, where it can be linked to the 
success of aerobics and the work out gear associated with gym culture. Activewear in the 
contemporary era is generic in that it is not designed for one sport over another. 
 Garments designed with a utilitarian focus for leisure activities such as riding, 
shooting, and hunting played a crucial role in modernising male fashion from the eighteenth 
century onwards, and came to influence women’s fashion by the end of the nineteenth 
                                                 
1 Search function in The Vogue Fashion Archive graphs number of mentions of search term in all editorial and 
advertising in American Vogue by decade between 1917 and 2015.  
2 Google Ngram compares instances of search terms across all books in Google Books archive. Search 
parameters were ‘activewear, sportswear’ between the years 1900 and 2008. 
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century (Laver 1995, 149-51). In the latter part of the nineteenth century and the very early 
part of the twentieth century this impact was still largely linked to class based fashion. The 
leisure class, as defined by Veblen at this time, was ‘exempt or excluded from industrial 
occupations’ (Veblen [1899]1970, 7) and included sport among their non-industrial 
occupations.  Gabrielle Chanel (1883-1971), who is widely acknowledged as the most 
influential fashion designer of the modern era, developed her modernist aesthetic precisely by 
translating the leisured dress of the male aristocracy (the English Gentleman) into chic casual 
outfits for the modern woman (Wilson 2003, 40). While Chanel’s work circulated in the elite, 
it is characteristic of fashion in modernity that these styles were adapted for wider circulation. 
Therefore, as Lipovetsky (1994, 61) points out, despite the fact that the favourite pastimes of 
the leisure class were not ‘widely practiced, activities such as golf, tennis, cycling, 
swimming, mountain climbing, hiking, hunting, winter sports and automobile driving’, they 
had a major impact on women’s fashion as items designed specifically for these activities 
(including cardigans, shorts and bathing suits) made their way into mainstream fashion. A 
shopping guide published in American Vogue in 1916 proposes that even though fashion is 
‘in the midst of a riot of frills and ruffles’ practical and youthful styles for sportswomen 
including the Parisian ‘fad’ of a knitted pullover are available for all regardless of their 
athleticism (Vogue 1916, 68-9).  
However the adoption of practical garments designed specifically for sport into 
fashion proper is only one element of the complex relationship between the cultures and 
industries of fashion and sport in the early twentieth century. In 1923, on the back of the first 
wave of feminism and the attendant foray of women into public life more broadly, Vogue 
declared that ‘feminine athletics engage almost as much of the attention of the public press – 
and consequently of the public  - as the sporting achievements of men’ (Hall 1983, 125). The 
rising status of female sporting achievement was matched by a glamorization of sport at this 
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time. This development is illustrated through the example of the French celebrity tennis 
player, Suzanne Lenglen, who was ‘known for her powerful forehand as well as her chic’ 
(Chadwick and Latimer 2003, 6). Lenglen commissioned designer of luxury couture, Jean 
Patou (who was the first of the French designers to champion sportswear) to design her tennis 
outfits, a fact that dovetails precisely with author F. Scott Fitzgerald’s observation that in the 
1920s ‘evening dresses looked like tennis clothes’ (Hollander 1993, 11). However, even more 
than this overlaying of glamour, sport and fashion at this time was the way in which the ‘cult 
of sports’ (Lipovetsky 1994, 62) ushered in ‘the prototype of the svelte, modern woman who 
plays tennis and golf’.  Known by the French simply as ‘the Goddess’, Lenglen embodied the 
modern era’s reinterpretation of beauty and body type: ‘tan, lithe and in constant motion’ 
(Cahn 1994, 48). 
While the figure of the fashionable woman as active and healthy can be read as a 
distinct form of progressive femininity buoyed by a ‘lightness and energy drawn from sports’ 
(Lipovetsky 1994, 62) it is important for us to take some time at this point to examine some 
of the debates that problematise this reading as they also apply to the contemporary context 
of activewear. In terms of fashion history, it is well established that women’s dress from 
around 1915 and at least up until the mid 1920s became lighter and simpler and afforded 
women a physical freedom that was also, at the very least, symbolic of more political 
freedoms (Roberts 1993). The physical freedom afforded to women at this time is usually 
connected to the fact that from around this time women were no longer compelled to wear 
corsets, which had more or less defined the ‘shape’ of feminine beauty almost continuously 
since the sixteenth century. However, as historians point out, the corset was not so much 
abandoned at this time as replaced by ‘elastic girdles’ (Steele 2005) that allowed women to 
achieve the slim tubular silhouette of the 1920s. Moreover, the modern imperative to ‘be thin’ 
and ‘healthy’ also drew many women into a time-consuming regime of exercise and dieting. 
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According to Marylène Delbourg-Delphis, this development was linked to a ‘new concept of 
beauty’ that required the investment of time and money in the upkeep of the body (Roberts 
1993, 679).  The fact that women were compelled to ‘consume more’ in order to ‘appear’ 
modern has also led to sustained critiques of the exploitative effects of fashion on women in 
the modern era. These observations are in turn related to classic feminist critiques of fashion 
as locking women into a narcissistic and yet socially necessary attention to their appearance 
in the vein of Simon de Beauvoir’s famous assertion that ‘elegance is bondage’ (quoted in 
Wilson 2003, 100). Therefore, while the 1920s interplay of sport and fashion resulted in a 
highly modernised form of feminine beauty that was predicated on an active and healthy 
body, the question of what liberations this new form of beauty afforded women at large is 
contestable.  In any event, while slimness has remained a fashionable imperative throughout 
the twentieth century (Hollander 1993) and into the twenty-first, the degree to which the 
female body is compelled to be overtly ‘healthy’ in order to be fashionable has waxed and 
waned.  
At the same time, since the 1920s the emergence of sportswear as a category of 
clothing that signals a leisured if not always healthy lifestyle has had a profound influence on 
the everyday dress of men and women. Warner (2005, 78) relates the widespread 
proliferation of sportswear in the twentieth century to the successful ‘Americanisation’ of 
fashion. She argues that the radically simple clothing that sport and athletic activity 
demanded at the end of the nineteenth century was born in the context of a liberal education 
and was both glamourised and exported to ‘the rest of the world’ via Hollywood in the 1930s. 
Rebecca Arnold (2009) proposes that 1930s America was also the site of an intense active 
body culture that lay hand in glove with the rise of fashionable sportswear. In analysing both 
mass-market and high fashion magazines of the 1930s Arnold (2009, 42-43) finds that 
women are exhorted to embrace a ‘physical culture’ lifestyle in order to be free to adopt the 
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figure hugging knitted styles of clothing, that featured the new innovation of Lastex which 
was allowing for far more ‘body conscious garments that sculpted the figure’. Arnold (2009, 
42) also notes that these communications seemed to evoke ‘seemingly contradictory impulses 
of freedom and pleasure, discipline and control’. Arnold (2009, 44) goes on to connect this 
ideal body of the era to the ‘culture of consumption’ constructed through purchasing the 
‘right food, exercise and sports classes, sportswear. …’ It is interesting to note therefore that 
the rise of sportswear as the fashionable mode of choice in the modern era foreshadows the 
ambiguous notions of leisure that are implied by the current activewear trend.  
As noted above, the term activewear emerges in the 1980s where it is linked to the 
aerobics movement. A pervasive form of gym based exercise that attracted celebrities such as 
Jane Fonda (who opened aerobics centres all over America), aerobics is a touchstone of 
1980s body culture. Like activewear, the elements of aerobic workout gear (such as leotards 
and leg warmers) were worn in urban settings as everyday clothing in the early 1980s. 
According to Christopher Breward (2012, 234), activewear was defined by the widespread 
use of the highly elastic fabric Lycra™, developed in the late 1950s. Breward (2012, 234) 
also suggests that Lycra™ is now associated exclusively with the individualistic ‘body-
conscious culture of self-improvement, body sculpting and healthy living…linked to the 
narcissistic culture of the 1980 and ‘90s’. While aerobics lost sway as a form of popular 
culture by the close of the 1980s, Quinn (2002, 36) suggests that the fashion of the 1990s 
ushered in a new ‘body consciousness’….that oscillated between ‘waif-like women’ and 
‘toned, powerful amazons’ with the resulting ‘message to women to eat less, exercise more’.  
Although the form-fitting dress associated with aerobic culture of the 1980s is indeed 
an important precursor to twenty-first century activewear, there are significant revisions to 
this aesthetic in the contemporary iterations of activewear. Eastoe (2013, 428) proposes that 
aerobics clothing represents a ‘naïve’ version of ‘second skin clothing’ in comparison to the 
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‘technology – driven, performance-enhancing’ nature of contemporary activewear. Indeed 
one of the characteristics of contemporary activewear is the way in which ideas of 
performance and technology have arguably supplanted hedonism and pleasure as the 
embodied experiences and desired attributes of the ‘look.’ Performance sportswear, once the 
prerogative of professional athletes, has crossed into the ethos and marketing of activewear. 
For example, textiles that had been developed by major sportswear companies for elite 
athletes or for application in extreme sports, are used in the fabrication of activewear (Angus 
2013, 529).  This highly technical approach to dressing and designing the body implies not 
only discipline and control but also a notion of professional performance, as opposed to a 
practice of personal fitness. 
However, while activewear has ostensibly been designed with the context of the gym 
and the implied activity of the high performance workout in mind, it challenges this 
demarcation of space, context and dress through its ubiquity. In line with earlier 
developments that have seen sportswear adopted for everyday dress it is evident that whether 
worn for jogging, walking the dog, shopping or just getting a coffee, activewear has become 
acceptable everyday attire. As the market grows and diversifies, many fashion commentators 
have noted the prevalence of activewear in urban places. “Business of Fashion” notes the 
phenomenon of activewear as leisure wear: ‘Yoga pants are no longer restricted to yoga class; 
instead, they’re worn with a fancy fur vest for lunch with friends or a visit to Wholefoods’ 
(Sherman 2014). An activewear enthusiast quoted in Sydney-based fashion press indicates 
the perceived ‘suitability’ of the look for contemporary life commenting, ‘Whether you 
actually make it to the gym or not is irrelevant…I can go all day, not get to yoga and still be 
ready for school pick-up’ (quoted in Clarke 2014). As Quinn (2014a) summarises, ‘the 
combination of sportswear and urban fashion is … a contemporary phenomenon, which many 
city dwellers now view as a necessity.’ 
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Therefore, while ‘activewear as leisurewear’ is a contemporary phenomenon, and a 
rising niche market in the fashion industry that promotes a highly technical, twenty-first 
century approach to dressing the body, it is clear that its trajectory is one that can be traced as 
far back as the eighteenth century. This trajectory is one that connects sport (as a form of 
leisure) in the modern era, with its fashionable embodiment. It is also clear that while mega 
trends like the mass adoption of sportswear as everyday dress signal a clear casualization of 
dress, some specific iterations of sportswear (and here activewear is exemplary) imply a 
highly intense relationship between the body and its second skin.  We now turn to examine 
the activewear phenomenon through an analysis of the Australian women’s wear activewear 
brand, Lorna Jane.  
 
Producing Lorna Jane 
The Lorna Jane retail chain began in Brisbane in 1990, when part-time yoga instructor 
Lorna Jane Clarkson saw a niche in the market for women’s ‘functional, fun and feminine’ 
activewear (Kelly 2012). The core activewear product on offer includes work-out clothing 
such as t-shirts, leggings, sports bras, jackets, shorts and ‘inspirational tanks’ (Lorna Jane 
2015). Accessories on offer include exercise mats, water bottles, headbands and healthy 
living books. As well as selling activewear and its associated accessories, the Lorna Jane 
brand offers lifestyle related products and services including fitness classes and juice bars. 
Initially manufactured and sold exclusively in Brisbane, the brand opened stores across 
Australia during the 1990s. Since 2000 the Lorna Jane brand has expanded rapidly, growing 
from 30 stores in Australia in 2000 to 209 stores in five countries in 2015: Australia, South 
Africa, United States, Sweden and United Arab Emirates (Ragtrader News 2014, Lorna Jane 
2015). There are 44 Lorna Jane stores in the US market, a notoriously difficult market for 
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Australian brands to enter.  
The brand was developed in the subtropical city of Brisbane, in the state of 
Queensland. Celebrated for its relaxed, outdoors lifestyle, Queensland is also the home of 
globally successful surf brand, Billabong. According to Margaret Maynard (2001, 136) 
‘leisure clothing has become one of Australia’s most successful and innovative production 
lines.’ Yet, although both Billabong and Lorna Jane found initial success within the 
Australian market, the subset of sportswear they offer (surf wear, activewear) each has global 
appeal through its connection to the healthy outdoors lifestyle. Some international markets 
are already ideally suited to the activewear lifestyle: of the 44 US Lorna Jane stores, 30 are in 
California, a state with a similar sunny, casual and outdoors lifestyle to Queensland, 
Australia.  
 Active-wear is a tight-fitting genre of clothing. In terms of aesthetics it draws 
primarily on its fashion heritage of gym wear, which in turn was developed out of dance-
wear. Consequently, Lorna Jane ‘basics’ include leggings, crop tops and tanks with 
inspirational slogans, fabricated in black along with bright block colours and bold prints, all 
in form contouring four-way stretch knits. In servicing the global market, the brand develops 
approximately 70 – 100 new garments per month (Sullivan 2015), however these are 
essentially re-workings of their staple offerings in new colourways and prints. Lorna Jane is a 
mid-market, premium brand with a comparatively high pricepoint at AUD$65 for a sports 
bra, AUD$99 for leggings, up to AUD$66 for an inspirational tank. This pricing is consistent 
with big global sportswear retailers such as Nike and similar niche activewear brands such as 
Lululemon. In comparison, other activewear in the Australian market, such as Cotton On 
Body, is one quarter of the price. But it is important to note that the garments are well 
designed, resulting in a quality fit and fabrication. In line with the promise of performance 
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enhancement that underpins much activewear, products such as leggings are promoted as 
being constructed from sophisticated modern fabrics with attributes such as moisture wicking 
and odour resistance. Sizing ranges from XXS to XL (US size 0 – 10, Australia size 6 – 16). 
The comparatively high pricepoint of Lorna Jane, coupled with the limited size offering for 
larger women, suggest the brand’s target customer to be comfortably middle class and 
already physically trim. 
         The Lorna Jane brand is marketed around the philosophy of Active Living, which is 
supported by the ‘daily practice of Move, Nourish, Believe’  (Lorna, Jane 2015). This 
message is delivered as part of an immersive program of services and products. Aside from 
in-store juice bars (Nourish), the brand has also developed the Active Living Room (Move), a 
workout space that is co-located with the retail outlets. Fitness classes on offer in the Active 
Living include Lorna Jane’s signature workout, the LJ Physique. The ‘Believe’ dimension to 
the brand is made manifest not only through its in-store mantras and ‘inspirational’ tanks but 
through motivational stories posted on the Move, Nourish, Believe blog. This dedicated 
website is distinct from the Lorna Jane on-line retail platform and via this platform women 
are exhorted to live their ‘best and most beautiful life’ (Move Nourish Believe 2015). The 
website offers nutrition advice, on-line exercise classes, and motivational stories that are 
pitched to a global sisterhood. Central to this message of empowerment is the figure of 
Clarkson herself, who embodies not only the aesthetics of the product (in this case the 
fashionably healthy body implied by activewear) but a whole cascade of more intangible 
qualities that seem to reinforce both marketplace and lifestyle success. 
 
The LJ Physique, the disciplined body, mindful fitness and fitspiration 
  The Lorna Jane physique is an example of how twenty-first century fashion branding 
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can indeed extend to the body. As noted above, while slimness has been a key feature of the 
fashionable figure throughout the twentieth and twentieth-first centuries, the LJ physique, 
presents an intensified ‘niche’ version of healthy active femininity.  Echoing the ‘self-
contained, sleekly composed physical format’ of the 1920s ideal body the LJ physique finds 
its expression in ‘exposed lean hardness’ (Hollander, 1993,153). All Lorna Jane social media 
sites and catalogues feature images of specific physical type, namely long lean women, 
lightly muscled with small breasts and narrow hips. The women are pictured in active poses 
that also represent the more challenging experiential aspects of sustained exercise. The body 
that has been shaped by the exercise is not so much dressed but ‘contained’ via the clothing, 
merging the aesthetics of performance with control and discipline. In Lorna Jane stores (see 
Fig. 3) models are somewhat paradoxically styled with layers of activewear – two sports bras 
in contrasting colours, with criss-crossed straps and then a tight vest worn on top – all 
providing further compression to shape the form. The breasts are not only tightly sculpted by 
the layers of constricting elasticated fabric, but are maintained as single muscular mass as 
opposed to soft fleshy mound.  
       Writing at the turn of the twenty-first century, fashion historian Valerie Steele noted the 
pervasiveness of the ‘trend towards more body-conscious clothing’ meant that it was 
‘incumbent upon men and women alike to internalise the corrective aspects of fashion, and to 
mould their bodies into a fashionable muscular shape’ (Steele, in White & Griffiths, 2000, 
20). Following Steele one may discern that the marketing and selling of leisure as exercise (as 
typified by the Active Living Room) is consistent with the efficacy of the Lorna Jane brand. 
However, from a consumption point of view, the effort to attain and maintain a fashionably 
slim and muscular body requires not only commitment but discipline. Recognising that the 
body does not automatically align itself into automatic actions, Foucault (1991) illustrated 
how the body can be controlled through activities such as adjusting movements, positions and 
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gestures, organisation of time into a timetable of work and leisure, confinement into spaces 
such as schools, workplaces, gyms, and so on. Thus exercise can be considered as a 
disciplinary activity, as it is confined in the space of the gym, it occurs at a specific time of 
the day (non-work time) and it requires the execution of particular movements of the body 
that, through repetition, are constantly perfected. Moreover, for Featherstone (1991, 182) one 
of the defining activities of contemporary consumerist society is time spent in ‘body 
maintenance’, which indicates a tendency to ‘transform free time into maintenance work.’. 
The sign in Fig. 1 that invites women to join in Lorna Jane’s ‘Active Living room’ is also 
emblematic of the conceptual blurring of lines between work and leisure. The living room is 
associated with free time, spent in relaxation through reading a book, watching television or 
listening to music. By associating it with ‘active’, the time spent in a living room at Lorna 
Jane immediately assumes a connotation of a productive and useful body, simultaneously 
implying that time spent in a lounge room relaxing through usual leisure activities is 
consumed passively.  
However, in the case of the Lorna Jane physique, this discipline also stems from the 
idea of a mindful fitness. Certainly, the branding of Active Living as a daily practice draws 
on the discourse of yoga, which, compared to aerobics or weight-lifting for example, implies 
a far more spiritual engagement with exercise. This form of fitness training which often 
includes practices such as yoga, pilates, or tai chi, defined as ‘body balance’, promises not 
only the achievement of a healthy and fit body, but also suggests a critical awareness of one-
self, and thus it seems to indicate what Markula (2004, 312) calls a ‘practice of freedom’, by 
which ‘an individual, through self-understanding, transforms him or herself’. This reference 
to self-understanding recasts a more nuanced understanding of the disciplined body that 
Foucault (1988) explored in the third volume of The History of Sexuality. Here Foucault 
introduces the notions of self-knowledge and care of the self. Both notions are couched in a 
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material as well as spiritual practice and they include aspects of enjoyment and pleasure 
alongside discipline. Following Foucault, the Lorna Jane brand of active wear and active 
lifestyle speaks not only to a modern ‘faith in the body’s … ability to be shaped and 
improved’ (Roberts 1993, 679) but simultaneously to faith in the self to be transformed.  
However, if the Lorna Jane physique and the activewear lifestyle is a call to discipline 
and ‘knowing’ transformation, it is also a cause for joy and celebration. With one of the 
largest social media followings among Australian fashion retailers, Lorna Jane’s online 
platforms are sites for the sharing of inspirational images, often ‘selfies’ uploaded willingly 
by participating customers. A recent Lorna Jane Fit Challenge invited participants to upload a 
different photo of themselves to social media each day of the 21-day challenge and the Lorna 
Jane Facebook page regularly features pictures of women’s toned bodies to act as 
‘fitspiration’ for viewers. This practice is indicative of current digital media trends that 
celebrate amateur body culture via the posting of self–generated images in original and 
creative yoga positions, against unusual or picturesque locations. While this process is 
entered into willingly and is often based on the logic of participation, motivation and 
celebration of one’s fit body, the practice of taking selfies might also be seen as an 
internalised mechanism of surveillance. As Rocamora argues, the blogosphere allows people 
to express and display their identities, but it is also a vehicle for the ‘surveillance of the self, 
by oneself and by others’ (2011, 418). What is of interest to us here however is not the extent 
to which one may argue that these digital snap shots may be read as either narcissistic, 
celebratory or indeed as vehicle for self-surveillance, but rather the fact that these self-
generated images seem to replay so many of the tensions that the toned healthy body has 
signalled for women throughout modernity. Namely, the ‘seemingly contradictory impulses 
of freedom and pleasure, discipline and control’ (Arnold, 2009, 42). 
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Branding Lorna Jane  
Woodside et al (2013, 20) propose that brands and products play an important role in 
enabling consumers to say who they are through what they consume. Thus branding involves 
the creation of narratives that can engage consumers to feel and experience their own stories, 
filtered through the stories told by the brand. On the other hand, Christopher Breward argues 
that one of the fundamental concepts of branding is ‘the concept of universality – the 
suppression of the specific or the individual in favour of the collective’ (2012, 230).  Indeed, 
the rapid growth of the Lorna Jane brand suggests that the Lorna Jane story, displayed 
through the successful life and fit body of its founder, resonates with many women. 
Moreover, the impulse towards the collective or ‘multiple’ in the case of Lorna Jane seems 
exemplary and here the March 2015 advertising campaign I am Woman seems emphatic. This 
generalised assertion is also driven home by the fact that when one is scanning through the 
brand’s Facebook page it becomes almost impossible to discern the advertising material (that 
features professional models) from the images of consumers celebrating their purchases. Thus 
for its ability to allow the customers to express their identity, to signal status and display a 
sense of belonging to a group, Lorna Jane can be qualified as a “symbol intensive” (Saviolo 
and Marazza 2012, 1) brand. A symbol intensive brand is able to offer to its customers 
functional, emotional and social benefits (Saviolo and Marazza 2012, 35). Functional benefits 
are easily defined in terms of the usefulness and functionality of the product; emotional and 
social benefits refer more specifically to individual identity and the expression of belonging 
to a group. Taking the active engagement of the consumers on the social media sites 
associated with the Lorna Jane brand as a case in point, consumers ‘labour’ for the brand in 
that they are intrinsic within its operations, bringing their desires and pleasures to bear in co-
creating the social world of the brand (Wickstrom 2006). In the case of Lorna Jane, a 
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continual exchange between the consumer, the brand and the lifestyle sees the wearers of 
Lorna Jane celebrating their fashionable bodies, shaped by hard work and clad in activewear.  
 
Conclusion 
The rise of activewear as a fashion category can in part be viewed as a continuation of 
an interwoven history of the cultures of sport and fashion. A trend in fashion throughout 
modernity has seen the casualization of dress occur specifically via the adoption of 
sportswear into more mainstream dress practices. Alongside this development has been the 
increasing valorization of the active and healthy body to a fashionable aesthetic. Body-
conscious activewear is a fashion trend of global proportions impacting across all levels of 
the market, and across both men’s and women’s fashion, however, the case of the Lorna Jane 
brand is a very specific case in point. While the brand arguably carries on a tradition of 
Australian leisure wear denoting a relaxed and casual lifestyle, its application in urban 
contexts challenges these assumptions. Not only does the Lorna Jane brand speak to a 
globalised consumer niche market, the version of leisure that it espouses implies an 
associated discipline. This effectively means that in the context of a country with a growing 
obesity problem, Lorna Jane’s Australian consumers are encouraged to exercise self-control 
in their dietary habits, and push their bodies to perform in order to aspire to the Lorna Jane 
physique. Consequently, the affirmations surrounding the Lorna Jane brand’s presentation of 
the ideal body highlight the strength and resilience of mind needed to discipline one’s body. 
Moreover, the narrative that underpins the Move Nourish Believe mantra is that success in 
disciplining one’s body is consistent with female empowerment  - a successful woman who 
combats, challenges her own soft female body has both mental and physical discipline. 
Successful in this, she can also be successful in her emotional and spiritual life, in her career 
and her relationships. 
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  Most striking perhaps about the rise of activewear and the case of Lorna Jane, is the 
extent to which it seems to play out a visual image of fashionable female modernity that was 
genuinely new in the 1920s, but that now can only be read as an intensification of the 
symbolic value of an active body. This intensification can be read through the spiralling of 
the commodification of leisure in the twenty-first century and the ways in which the self is 
cultivated via notions of lifestyle of which physical activity is an important element. The 
intensification of this form of fashionable dress is also occurring in the context of the tension 
between hard work and self-discipline on the one hand, and the pleasure in displaying a fit 
body on the other. The tension is played out through the negotiation of free time as hard work 
in the gym, but also as the illusion of this work, as wearing activewear crosses the physical 
boundaries of the gym to enter those of a fluid and pleasurable lifestyle. 
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Figure 1. Lorna Jane Active Living Room sign, Balmoral, Queensland, Australia, 2015. 
Photo: [Author’s own]. 
Figure 2. Inspirational quote displayed outside Lorna Jane store, Broadbeach, Queensland, 
2014. Photo: [Author’s own]. 
 
Figure 3: Lorna Jane window display, Broadbeach, Queensland Australia, 2014. Photo: 
[Author’s own]. 
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